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What began from the inspiration of a renowned community music school, a region-
al professional orchestra and a dedicated donor has grown into an incomparable 
“Village of Music”. There one finds — intertwined amongst a sculpture of timber and 
stone — outstanding performances in world-class venues; an engaged community of 
dedicated patrons, professionals and students of music; and an uplifting beauty from 
its surrounding agrarian setting that infuses it all. Truly a magical destination, like no 
other, from Boston to the Berkshires, from Maine to New York City, and well beyond. 
A testament to Groton Hill Music’s mission to generously “share the transformative 
power of music through teaching, performing and giving”.

Alan Joslin FAIA
Principal, Epstein Joslin Architects
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THE CONCERT HALL

The 1000-seat concert hall is built for every genre of music and season. In the summer 
it opens to an additional 1500-seat lawn audience. Intimate surround stage seating, 
stunning natural acoustics, a large-scale electronic organ, and enveloping audio and 
variable acoustic systems for amplified and/or contemporary events. Daytime per-
formances are bathed in natural light and views of the surrounding orchards of the 
Nashoba Valley or highlighted with dramatic and colored theatrical lighting and/or 
multi-media projections on a jumbo upstage screen wall.

Visually the hall holds a uniqueness in its sculptural use of timber and stone – a rustic 
ambiance that harkens to the materials and spirit of its rural setting. Yet it is carefully 
shaped for the ear to feel acoustic warmth and reverberance and for the eye to enjoy 
an accompanying visual lyricism. 

Fluid forms of structure, wall, and ceiling -- fabricated with curvaceous glue-laminated 
timber and wood decking -- offer both the visual expression of the musical experience 
and the functional diffusion of sound waves to enrich the quality of the room’s aural 
warmth.

Within an intimately scaled room, a fully embraced complete orchestra sits comfortably within view from every seat in the house.
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Teaching studios are gathered together as a community of learners inside a regular and 
matching rhythm of sprouting timber orchard-like “trees”, topped by a continuous rip-
pling timber trellis-- their dancing pattern of small windows, akin to musical notation.

The volumes of the Concert Hall and Recital Hall reach out from the “Orchard Allée” lobbies into the agrarian landscape. There patrons find the distinctive experiences of 
terrace dining, lawn seating for the concert hall, and/or tented events and picnics in the framed lawn between them.

The building form is perceived as a long, low, and linear north-facing edifice that hugs the land akin to the aged apple orchard which it has replaced. Emerging out of the 
“orchard”, and helping to mark entrance, is a curvaceous barn-like structure with billboard-scaled windows that offer a dramatic greeting and inviting view into the twinkling 
energy of the ever-active ensemble rehearsal hall (Sky View).

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION

A familiar New England palette of rustic timber, red barn boards, metal siding, and 
field stone walls, all set within a softly rolling rural landscape of open fields and 
bordering woods. The overall architectural composition draws upon local traditions of 
interconnected farm buildings on the one hand, and long, low orchards on the other. 
The overall impression is both comfortably familiar and curiously unique, clearly cele-
brating its civic and cultural role. 
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MEADOW HALL

Meadow Hall offers a venue for GHM’s many student and community ensembles as 
well as an attraction in Nashoba Valley for artists commanding an audience of around 
300 in a setting that says, ‘This was made for music’. It is a structural/architectural/so-
cial/acoustic sculpture for music in the same manner as the Concert Hall in a manner 
that is perhaps even more pure since the wood structure forms the complete enclo-
sure of the space. The curving room shape narrows toward the stage, embracing the 
performers, making them seem a bit larger and closer than life. It’s a magical effect, 
whether the evening is a chamber orchestra or a Blues band. Groton Hill Music’s wish 
to convey the worthiness of Groton’s community of students and audiences is obvious 
in this room.

Meadow Hall, in concept, is a smaller version of the Concert Hall: diffusion and an 
exquisite audio system, conceived as a whole, give the room an exceptional range of 
capability, asking a finishing touch of excellence, rather than basic competence, from 
the variable absorption on the upper side walls.

Stage lighting can be tuned for each performance to give visual complement to the 
aural experience.

Integration of natural daylight and views of the surrounding agrarian landscape lend an uplifting and calming enhancement to both the patron and performer experience. The 
curved shape of the room narrows toward the stage, embracing the performers, making them seem a bit larger and closer than life
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THE CENTRAL ALLEE 
Fostering Chance Encounters Between Students and Professionals 

The generous lobby-sized space is intertwined with both performance, teaching, and 
practice studios yet furnished to be a daily center of community life. All surrounding 
spaces are acoustically isolated from one another, yet through their doors, soft sounds 
of music-making are allowed to filter out and waft through the open public spaces, 
revealing the life, energy, and enthusiasm that comes from the gift of music being so 
generously offered by Groton Hill Music. 

Past the hall and through the adjoining “orchard” portico with 
box office, one arrives upon the “octo-tree”, a two-story branch-
ing of timbers that marks the point of origin along the organizing 
“Central Allée”. To the left, the music school atrium, to the right, 
the Concert Hall lobby, or straight ahead to the south-facing    
central lawn.

Bridges and balconies along the Central Allée interconnect private rehearsal rooms above with the lobby and café below. Its openness fully intermixes performance and teach-
ing in a manner that can help encourage the rubbing of shoulders between professionals and students
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SKY VIEW - ENSEMBLE REHEARSAL HALL

Sky View is a rehearsal space, a social space for pre-concert functions, and a concert 
venue itself. 18’ high windows hover above a space large enough to accommodate 
a full orchestra, yet containing an integral hydraulic stage which allows the room to 
transform into a cabaret, lecture and/or reception event setting.

Like the Concert Hall and Meadow Hall, its form is defined by the glue-laminated structure.

The exceptionally high vertical volume of space gives an inspiring uplift to each space. The clear reflectors at the ceiling and the subtle tilts of the north windows, the balcony 
rail, and the glass separating the balcony from the lobby tell their acoustic story, sending sound where it is needed (and in some cases where it is rendered harmless) in a way 
that can be both seen and heard.
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TEACHING STUDIOS

Teaching studios of various sizes and acoustic reverberant qualities weave around and 
above the many performance venues and their lobbies, designed to the highest stan-
dard of acoustic performance and user comfort featuring warm wood tones, natural 
light and views to the landscape. 

THE ORCHARD HALL (60 SEAT)

This space is all about piano and vocal recitals and quartets in a room big enough to 
be unmistakably for performance but small enough to convey that everything is going 
to be alright. It’s easy to imagine one’s friends in the seats even when they aren’t there.

Double piano teaching studios are designed with more acoustic 
volume to accommodate the greater acoustic power.

Orchard Hall is specifically scaled for young student performers and professional level master class sessions, with wired capability for distance learning.
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GROTON HILL MUSIC CENTER
The “Village of Music”  that builds and enriches community

Taken together, this “Music Village” offers the rare mixture of high-quality perfor-
mance spaces and custom outfitted teaching studios, interconnected by an inspiring 
daily environment of social and educational engagement and embraced by an uplift-
ing and calming natural setting.  

Floor Plan Level 1 

Site plan

Floor Plan Level 2 
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Longitudinal section through the Central Allee 

Transverse section through the Concert Hall stage towards audience

“The hall is a place without limit of artistic exploration – it’s a home for country music 
as much as Beethoven or Berlioz. Groton Hill Music wanted a place of welcome, 
warmth, and comfort with acoustics that invite exploration and expression. We hope 
every guest and artist will feel this sense of warmth and belonging – as we do – every 
time they walk through the doors,” said Acoustician Carl Giegold. “This project is a 
culmination of a design dialogue between architect and acoustician that has been 
going on for decades.”

Carl Giegold, FAIA, LEED AP
Partner, Threshold Acoustics
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THE HALL IN THE ORCHARD

While many conservatory and university students interact with and are mentored by 
professional musicians and have access to facilities of professional caliber, very few 
community music schools can offer the same. GHMC was conceived as a gift to its 
community and beyond, and it is used as such. The Concert Hall stage is not reserved 
solely for professionals – the youth orchestra rehearses on the platform every Saturday 
– telling students, “You are worthy of all this.” Students young and seasoned mingle 
with the VPO musicians, many of whom teach at GHM, every day. The place embod-
ies the availability of inspiration and accessibility of training to students of all ages, 
without regard to one’s innate ability or point along the path.


